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Joan unhooked her respirator, removed her protective overcoat and hung them on her allocated hook. 

"Joan" it said in happy lettering, a police hat drawn underneath. She stared at it blankly. Although she 

saw it every time she came into the bar, she still felt the need to ask herself ‘Does this make me an 

alcoholic?’  

 

Other patrons had individual hooks, but she didn't like the suggestion that she was a regular drinker. 

She was though. Perhaps not a heavy drinker but certainly a regular drinker. She had already had a 

few drinks before coming out for the evening. Just a few. She was sure that they didn’t count.  

 

She had retired from the Force five years ago, and now on her own, appreciated the company that her 

local drinking hole offered. Even if it was more like a series of renovated shipping containers than an 

actual building of any substantial history.  

 

“Evening Miss Joan. Your usual?”  Art motioned towards the seat closest to him at the bar, quickly 

wiping the countertop in front of it. 

 

"Yes please Art" Joan replied, pulling her slender frame on to the bar stool. Although "stool" was not 

quite the right word as it had a back. She pondered the correct term for a split second before saying. 

“Quiet night.” 

 

“Well it is a Tuesday,” Art replied,  “and a lot of people have moved already I guess.” 

 

“Tuesday huh. Gee I don't even know what day of the week it is anymore...I am getting old.” 

 

“Not that old" Art teased placing the gin and tonic in front of Joan. “Ice but no slice. Out of lemon 

again I'm afraid.” 

 

“I understand. Hard to get most things now. Well harder than usual.” She glanced around the near-

empty bar. A thin layer of dusty ash had settled on the furniture. Art clearly hadn't dusted today. Joan 

rubbed her thumb against the cold glass, it sliding easily against the thin layer of oily grime. ‘Not like 

Art to leave the glasses overnight,’ she thought.  

 

The door to the outer entrance of the bar opened and the stale smell of burnt briquettes caused Joan to 



scrunch up her nose slightly. She turned towards the door, giving the entering customer, Phil, a quick 

wave. Her eyes were drawn towards a stack of cardboard boxes sitting neatly in the corner.  

 

“Looks like you’re packing up already?  When are you moving?” she asked. 

 

“We close Sunday Joan. I did mention that when you were last here" Art said softly, furrowing his 

brow. "How about you? Have you decided to take up the offer to get moved?" 

 

"Yes. Yes they are moving me on too. I almost didn’t bother though...at my age and all...cheaper and 

easier just to let me die here." Joan half laughed and stirred her drink with the plastic straw. “I guess I 

am just a bit tired of having to ‘start again’ every couple of years.”  

 

"Don't be like that. You are only 68 Joan" Art replied. "It will be good. Well good to get into some 

clean air at least.” 

 

"I have a job!" Joan added suddenly, straightening her back. “They want me back...at my age...but 

then I guess they need everyone to ‘make a contribution’ as it were. Better than sitting on my own" 

Joan flicked the ice with her straw again. “...Or in your bar...you going to have a bar?” 

 

"Yes I have got a brand new bar and bistro in the Sector 3 Public Services District," Art said proudly. 

 

"Bar and Bistro. Sounds a bit upmarket." Joan smiled, poking his hand gently. "Yeah, well I guess it 

is a good thing that they are still going to have bars in these new settlements. The whole thing was 

starting to sound a bit Disneyland." She paused. "It sounds like your place is going to be close to 

where I am going to be living...and working...guess I can keep coming by then." She sucked up the 

rest of the drink. 

 

“I never went to Disneyland, all gone by the time I had the money to go. Long gone,” Art said 

thoughtfully. 

 

“Oh Bert and I took Dan to the one in California when he was about twelve. It was cutesy. He loved 

it.” Joan looked into her empty glass. 

 

"Another"? Art asked dutifully, pleased that his most reliable customer would still be on the books 



after the move. 

 

"Yes please. G&T, that gin in the blue bottle thanks. Do you have any of those honey-roasted nuts?" 

 

"Just for you Joan" Art pulled a dusty packet from under the counter, wiped out a small glass dish 

with his trusty towel, and filled it with nuts. 

 

"Of all the things that haven't changed it has to be gin and honey-roasted nuts. One thing I am looking 

forward to, is not having to worry about all of this damn dust anymore,” she added, brushing the 

counter with her hand. 

 

"It will be so nice to allow Jim to play outside." 

 

"Oh yes. Out in the fresh air, with grass and trees. There is going to be grass and trees isn’t there?"  

 

"Absolutely" Art said, slowly wiping the dust from the counter. 

 

"I'm going into one of those new ultra-plastic apartments. It is in the ‘new business district’ part. Near 

that public sector area you are going to." Joan stared at the ice in her drink "I've even been offered a 

job, did I tell you that...a job...again...in the new justice centre..." 

 

"Yes you did mention it," Art replied wondering if the decision to give Joan a job was such a wise one. 

 

"Yeah. The Justice Centre is about the only surviving government agency, I mean aside from 

environmental control and public works..."  

 

"Civil order is important," Art replied sagely. 

 

"True and well I guess people will always be arseholes..." Joan looked around the bar as if expecting 

to spot a group of the said “arseholes” lurking in the corner. "I guess I'll take it. It's only two days a 

week. I mean what else am I going to do. Not like there is Bingo anymore...not that I am the sort to go 

in for that...I wish I had a cat still."  

 

"Why don't you apply for one?"  



 

"Nah I don't qualify for one, and can't afford to buy one even if I did... I haven't had a cat for over 

fifteen years...The last one died about 2 weeks after the first disaster. Besides, I'd rather our scientists 

spent more time devoted to getting fertility back into food animals like cows, rather than cats. If I 

have to eat another insect I am going to scream."  

 

Art smiled and nodded in agreement. "Could be worse. Could be a rat burger.” He paused for a 

moment “Actually I take that back. I think that I could really go a rat burger about now."  

 

"Yeah, me too...the best I can offer you is a veggie burger. I like veggie burgers, which is just as 

well...You heard of many people who have chosen to stay?” 

 

“No, not really. A few have talked about it, but why would you. I suspect that those who stay will be a 

mix of the artistic, mentally unwell, and criminally inclined.” 

 

Joan grunted in agreement. “Gee a lot of things have changed over the last ten years or so. Who’d 

have thought?” 

 

"Well your line of work especially. But from what I can gather that started going bad long before the 

earthquakes and nuclear accidents." Art set Joan up with another drink, not bothering to ask if she 

wanted one. 

 

"Thanks… Yes, you’re right though. I was in my forties when… Well you know how it was. The 

system had started to decay long before the planet did... Well a few years at any rate...maybe a decade 

before...It all just seems so long ago." 

 

"I don't remember much about that. I was still a young lad. But I do remember the news reports on the 

tele, not being allowed out after dark. Oh and my parents talking about the ‘new system’. But I don't 

know much."  

 

"I think that the catalyst for the whole legal change was that night when one of my officers lost 

it...and I mean really lost it. A full-on breakdown...never fully recovered...It was after that weird 

riot...I guess it was a riot...and I guess that was when it started...It's just my opinion...and I'm just 

some worn-out biddy sitting in a makeshift bar... I mean there is nothing really official about it..." 



 

"I'm listening. What happened?" Art pressed, pouring two beers for another customer who had sidled 

up to the bar. 

 

Joan sighed and grabbed a handful of nuts. "Well" she said between chews, "I guess that was when it 

began... And this is an old girl's memory here...So I will give my best..." 

 

Joan took a swig of her drink and looked at Art. "When you look back at everything that was 

happening at the time you could see that there were problems with the system... There had been signs 

of trouble. Plenty of signs, but I guess like most people I just didn't want to think about it. It would 

have been admitting failure. It was a failure!  A great big fat failure with a neon sign over its head 

saying ‘look at me – failure! Imminent disaster!’ 

 

You just don't expect normal...Ah...anyway...It was right up in my face...up in everybody’s faces. But 

did we do anything about it? Nup, not a jot. We just all went about our business, stuffing everything 

into the bloated system, pretending not to notice everything falling out the sides." Joan paused. 

 

"More" Art said pointing at the empty nut bowl. 

 

"What?  Yeah. If you got ‘em. Why not eh. Thanks."  

 

"You okay to talk about it?" 

 

"Nah I don't mind talking about it. It doesn't matter I guess. Not a state secret or anything. Everything 

is going to change again soon anyway. Changes for both of us next week by the sound of it." Joan 

motioned at the bar behind her. "I reckon most people will be happy in the new world. At least we 

know that it will be a definite improvement. Unlike those initial changes to the Justice system. I 

thought that it was pretty scary. A lot of power to the State and more about money than justice." 

 

"The system seems to have worked really well though. I mean there is still crime, but at least the 

unredeemable are managed," Art added. 

 

"Disposed of you mean. Anyway it was never meant to be a deterrent. Nothing seems to work as a 

deterrent. It is merely a cost-effective solution." Joan took another big swig of her drink. "I’m just 



ranting on. Shall I tell you about that night then?" 

 

"Please" Art said, wiping glasses with his tea towel again. 

 

Joan shuffled uncomfortably in her seat. "Never told anyone this story...outside of the officials on the 

night…had no choice there...Not exactly a fine memory..." She paused to sip on her drink. "Wish I 

still smoked. I wish that we were still allowed to smoke. Haven't smoked since I was twenty, and 

aside from that night I haven't wanted one until now.” 

   

She rubbed her chin with her bony hand as Art looked on intently.  

 

"Anyway I had been called back into the station. It was early evening on a Friday. I had just done a 

double shift, so I was knackered. I had been finalizing the paperwork for a murder trial due the 

following Monday - that's another story. Anyway I had heard the call about the riot over the police 

radio. I…Is ‘riot’ the right word? Wasn’t your typical sort of riot. From all accounts the crowd was 

actually very orderly, which is bloody scary in itself. I mean how many times have you come across 

an orderly civil disturbance in your travels?” 

 

“Um” Art shrugged his shoulders. 

 

“Anyway, I was back in the station when they brought him in. Too late for me to attend the scene, so I 

just waited to pick up the pieces. Some other officers had brought the lad in; a young constable. He 

had gone off the rails, and I mean totally. To be expected I guess. Kinda surprised the other bloke was 

okay, especially seeing what a lazy bastard he was. Would have thought that he would have jumped 

on the compo bandwagon the second the chance arose, but there you go. I guess we can all act out of 

character in extraordinary situations; usually it isn't for the best though, not with people like him." 

 

Joan looked into her drink, pausing for a moment to watch the oily residue from the glass form 

rainbow patterns on the surface of the gin. 

 

"Where was I....oh yeah...so I went into the interview room 'cause I wanted to see this 

young fellow to try and get some sort of statement out of him - before the poor bastard 

got carted off for a nice lie-down in the local loony bin. Um, what was that lad's name 

now..." Joan drummed her fingers on the bar for a moment. "Hmm. Constable Robert - 



Bobby - Barrett...nice kid...mid-twenties, only a couple of months in. Anyway they had 

put young Barrett in the family support room. You know one of those rooms normally 

reserved for victims of kiddie fiddlers and other sorts of domestic violence cases that 

require a bit of a soft touch. All dressed up to look friendly and safe, but it is really about 

as welcoming as a tax audit. It wasn't a formal interview by any means, I just needed a 

statement for the file, well our insurance file. And to get some sort of a report for the 

investigation. I mean there was the Sargent’s report, and other witnesses, but you know, 

formalities and all."  Joan sipped her drink again, her thoughts shifting to that time… 

 

"He, Bobby, was sitting there with a blanket draped over his shoulders. Skin pale, 

clearly clammy. He was shaking a little, eyes wide. You could tell from looking at 

him that there was ‘nobody home’. I mean my first thought was 'not likely to see 

this one again!'... Gees you know, less than a year. I know that this stuff is always a 

risk in this job but...I don't know. 

 

Well Senior Sargent Brown entered the room. I was glad to see her. Not often I can 

say that I am glad to see the union rep, but believe me I was grateful for the 

company. I wasn't getting a dicky bird out of the kid.  

 

So Brown had come into the room and sat down next to Barrett. I asked her if she 

wanted to talk to him on her own, I mean you know she was the union rep. It’s 

important to give her a chance and all. But she just shook her head and gave me a 

look, which said what we were both thinking. Do you really think there is any 

point? 

 

I smiled politely and pushed the intercom. 

 

I called Constable Chan and asked her to chase up that Medical Officer. Why can 

you never get a bloody medic when you need one?  

 

I looked at the pair. You know, did the usual, offered a cup of tea, but getting no 

response, and seeing the anxious look on Brown's face I responded to myself  “Yes, 

let's get some tea.” 

 



Brown nodded vigorously and said something like “Hot and sweet, a little milk. 

Thanks.” 

 

So I pushed the intercom for Chan again. Nice kid that one...Did well for herself, 

an Inspector now...anyway... 

 

I needed to try and get some sort of response out of Bobby. He was clearly going 

into shock and with medical assistance at an indeterminate time away, I wanted to 

keep him with us. 

 

“Constable Barrett,” I said softly, waving my hand in front of his face until I got 

his attention. “Hi.” 

 

“You’re Chief Inspector Vale,” he said with some surprise. 

 

I was pleased to get him to talk. “Yes that's right, but you can call me Joan. Yeah?” 

 

“Joan” he'd said absent-mindedly. 

 

“Yes and you are Bobby right.” 

 

“Bobby” he'd repeated, giggling a little. Not a great sign. 

 

“And this is Senior Sargent Brown. You would have seen her at the morning case 

conference?” 

 

“You can call me Gladys.” Brown had said, trying to be cheerful. 

 

“Yes. I remember you,” he said smiling into space. “You have nice hair.” 

 

Chan entered the room at this point with the tea. 

 

“Oh thank you so much” Gladys had said, taking the opportunity to get up and 

busy herself. 



 

“The medic?” I'd asked her. Turned out that Dr Singh was on his way. He was at 

some fundraiser dinner. Why are these people always at those obnoxious self-

congratulatory dinners. I suppose that they have no friends. They must have one of 

these things every other night. 

 

So I thanked Chan again and asked her to let me know as soon as he arrived. 

 

“Are you sick?” Bobby had asked chirpily. 

 

“Oh no, not me. The doctor is coming to see you Bobby.” 

 

“Am I sick?” He turned to Gladys. 

 

“He is just coming to see if you are okay. After this evening and all,” Gladys had 

said softly. 

 

“Oh right. Lovely.” 

 

I looked at the kid.  

 

“Bobby, about this evening...I want to ask you a few questions...you are not in any 

trouble...I just want you tell me what happened.” 

 

“I lost a prisoner,” he said, giggling a little. 

 

“Technically you didn't lose a prisoner. He was no longer in the custody of the 

State,” Gladys said firmly, taking the union line.  

 

“But Sargent Dobson and I were with him. We went to the Court House with him. 

We were supposed to take him back to the jail so that he could get his stuff.”  

 

This was pretty lucid so I thought it important to let him continue. 

 



“I mean we had a duty to protect him...even if he is a disgusting vile pervert who 

should never have been released...”  

 

Bobby was muttering incoherently at this point. 

 

I said, “Bobby, he had completed his sentence. The court had to release him. I don't 

like it either.” 

 

Gladys nodded in agreement, nervously turning her wedding ring on her finger. 

Bobby stared blankly at the wall behind me. 

 

“Bobby! Bobby!”  

 

He looked at me.  

 

“You and Dobson did your duty. You both did. You tried to protect the prisoner, 

and at considerable personal risk. I do not...we do not expect you to endanger your 

own life in these circumstances. You are no good to us dead. You tried your best...” 

 

“My best!” he laughed.  

 

I knew that I was losing him. Gladys looked at me. Her eyes wide and pale. 

 

So I said... “Look, why don't you start from the beginning. What happened at the 

court hearing?"   

 

Then I just let him go. He went on like... 

 

“Hmm. Oh well. We met up with the prison van, like we were supposed to. He was 

all smart and mouthing off and stuff. Prison guards were pleased to see the back of 

him. He kept saying that he had finished his sentence and that the court had no 

right to keep him. I mean how did he get such a short sentence, doing what he did 

to those boys.” 

 



I totally got where he was coming from so I said “I know Bobby, but that isn't our 

job. We just catch them.” 

 

“Well, the rest of the system is letting everyone down.”   

 

He had tried to stand up but couldn’t get his balance. So he grabbed the table and 

sat down again. He took a sip of his tea. Good sign I guess. I mean he was shaking 

rather violently but at least he was animated. He continued… 

 

“So we went in. It was that really fat judge. With the messy beard. That posh hippy. 

You know the one.” 

 

Bobby's angering was simmering under the surface. It looked like he was going to 

drift away again, and this was not a place I wanted to leave him. 

 

“Yeah I know who you mean. So what happened? In the Court?” 

 

“He said that they had nothing to hold him on. He'd served his sentence and even 

though he was a disgusting pervert - that Judge didn't say it like that, no way, he 

was too posh for that - there wasn't room in the prisons to keep him anyway.” 

 

This was good. Sort of whole, coherent sentences. Come on lad, stay with us. 

 

“Disappointing yeah” 

 

“Yeah. But I get his point you know. It’s just not fair. Anyway he was free to go.” 

Bobby stared intently at the wall behind me. I had to stop myself from turning 

around to see if there was anything there. 

 

At this point Gladys started looking for more tea. Trying to lighten the mood I 

suppose. “Would you like another? I know I would,” she had said. Poor bugger. I 

mean I don’t want my staff to hear this shit. I know it is part of the job, and when 

you’re the union rep you hear it all the time… I dunno… 

 



Okay so then Bobby looked up at her and agreed to more tea. Gladys excused 

herself leaving me with Bobby. 

 

“I need to use the men's room.”  

 

“You can use the one attached to the room here if you like. It is a kiddy toilet so 

you just need to keep that in mind.”  I smiled and he smiled back but didn't really 

engage. 

 

“You know, just in case you don't want to go out into the station just yet.”  

 

He seemed to get what I was saying and nodded. He got up and went into the 

bathroom. He was still shaking and really unsteady on his feet. Maybe I should 

have got someone to go with him. 

 

Gladys soon returned with the refreshed cups of tea. She had even brought a small 

plate of those revolting biscuits we had in the tearoom. Nice thought I guess. 

Gladys was a naturally kind person though. Kinda surprised she was on the Force 

to be honest.  

 

She asked after Bobby, and then went over to the bathroom and sang out to him to 

make sure he was okay. He emerged, obviously having splashed water on his face. 

Gladys brought him back to the table and got him settled again. 

 

I asked him if he was ok to go on, knowing full well that it didn't matter if he was 

or not, as I had to keep going. He nodded and slurped on the tea. So I went on. 

  

“Okay so he was free to go. Then what?” 

 

“Well we offered him a lift back to the prison, you know to collect his stuff, say 

goodbye to any friends he had there, unlikely as that was, but he said ‘no’ and that 

he couldn't give a shit about the stuff he had left and that he was free and wanted 

nothing more to do with us.” 

 



“And then...” 

 

“Well then he pushed his way passed us, and made a few smart-arse comments to 

the media contingency. They just loved it, you know, cameras snapping, 

microphones in his face. And...um…well…” 

 

“Yes...” I had leant forward across the table at this point.  

 

“Well, then he pushed the doors open. Both of them. Those big doors with the 

glass panel which swing out the front of the court house.” 

 

He had stopped talking. I was losing him again. We were getting to the pointy end 

of it now and clearly he wasn't ready to relive this but, well I had no choice. I had 

to ask. So I pushed him a little. 

 

“So he opened the doors yeah....” 

 

“Yeah. And it was weird.” 

 

“Weird how?”  

 

He just stared at me.  

 

“Look its okay, I've seen a lot of weird in this job. I’m not going to be shocked.”    

 

I mean I was though, everyone was, but I needed to keep it all as normal as I could. 

 

“The square was full of people. I mean really full. Like thousands of people just 

standing there, staring up at that creep. But what was really freaky, I mean really 

odd, was that most of them were wearing them masks, like from that movie. Shit 

that was creepy.” He paused for a moment “I don't think I've ever been that scared 

before.” Gladys put her hand on his and gripped it tightly. 

 

"They were silent. I mean not a peep, not a word, not a sound. Nothing. I could see 



some other police around the edges of the group. You know obviously looking for 

signs of trouble. But there was no trouble. Nah nothing obvious. They just stood 

there and stared. Not that the other coppers could have done anything even if there 

was trouble. Too many of them. Anyway the creep started to shout out to the crowd. 

Laughing about how he was out and there was nothing nobody could do. I reckon 

he was scared. I mean how could you not be. Even a monster like him has to be 

scared right? I was scared." 

 

"I would have been scared too.”  

 

The kid had started crying a little by this point. 

 

"Anybody would be," Gladys had added.  

 

He had snuffled a bit, blown his nose, and then he went on. 

 

"And then...and then the crowd started moving forward. Real slow. Real calm. Not 

a sound, aside from them moving forward. That pervert started screaming then. 

They hadn't even touched him, but he started screaming; just like those kids he 

would have fiddled with. I was happy about that. Him being scared. I stepped 

forward to try and pull him back into the courthouse. I mean I had to. Its my job 

right?" 

 

I'd nodded at him. I mean yes it was his job, but I would have understood if he had 

just run back into the courthouse and barricaded the door. Brave bugger I guess. He 

continued to talk. 

 

"Then some of the crowd surrounded me and pulled me away. Real gentle, no one 

said anything. They just circled me and eased me away. Then they stood around me, 

and another lot surrounded them. I think the same thing was happening to the 

Sarge...I could hear him trying to direct the crowd...Then it happened. I couldn't  

see much, but I could hear it. I don't know where the weapons came from. I think 

that they had domestic stuff, you know...like garden saws, axes, kitchen knives. 

They stabbed him, and hacked at him. He was screaming. No one said shit, just 



kept stabbing. I could hear the knives go into his flesh. There was blood spattering 

everywhere. And the perv just kept screaming. The crowd said nothing. They were 

cutting and tearing at him; the bits being ripped away...I saw an arm..." 

 

He just froze up then. Shit it is awful hearing about it. Imagine being there. 

Anyway Gladys had put her arm around his shoulder and was holding him in an 

effort to control his shaking. Bobby looked at her. She said that it was okay or 

something. He went on, 

 

"They said nothing. Nothing. I saw the arm fly over the crowd, blood spraying 

everywhere. Nobody said nothing. And then I think I fainted." 

 

He had started sobbing wildly at this point, "Fainted like some little girl." 

 

Gees what do you tell the kid. I think I said something like "No. No son. Nothing 

to be ashamed of. You lasted longer than I reckon I would have."  Which I think 

would have been true. But he was gone. Gladys held him and rocked him like a 

baby. I pushed the duress alarm to attract Chan's attention. She popped her head in 

the door, and let me know that that arsehole of a medic had just pulled into the 

parking lot." 

 

Joan took a big swig of her drink. 

 

I mean do you get how weird that was? To have all of those people say and do 

nothing. Nobody screaming. I mean killing a person is not easy to do. It’s not like 

in the movies. Oh I suspect that there were some hard-core psychos who did the 

killing. I mean even if a normal person, I mean a real pissed-off, angry vengeful 

normal person stabbed the bastard to death, they wouldn't just do it quietly like 

they just were cutting a steak. Gives me the willies just thinking about it. I don't 

know, maybe the rest just stood there cause they were in shock, maybe they were 

on sedatives, shit maybe it was a psychopath convention. I mean some of the body 

parts were souvenired. Oh yeah, no that didn't make the press. All I know is that 

this is not normal. Not by a long shot. The kid seemed to compose himself a little. 

He had been quiet for a few moments and then he said. 



 

"And then I woke up here!" He suddenly, sprung back into life.  

 

I mean this statement was scary in itself. He sure as heck hadn't been unconscious 

when he came back to the station. He wasn't in a fit state, but he was awake. He 

was babbling like an idiot. And "no" before you say anything, I very much doubt 

that I would have managed myself any better. 

 

He then started spitting out questions in rapid succession "Where is Sargent 

Dobson? Is he alright?  Did he make it out?" I haven't completed the log book."  

 

I think I responded "Don't worry about the log book. Dobson is okay. He wasn't 

hurt. The crowd left quietly." 

 

He wanted to see Dobson but I said "He is with the coroner. He is signing in the 

body.” Well the body parts they could find. I told him that he was okay and that we 

would be seeing him soon. You know the usual horseshit. 

 

Then Chan came in to let us know that the doctor was outside. I acknowledged her 

and turned to Bobby. I was about to let him know that he would be able to go soon, 

well go to the hospital, when he said, 

 

"I could have done more you know." He then started laughing maniacally. "Done 

more." He laughed pulling his legs up on to the chair. He started rocking slowly 

back and forth, laughing softly. 

 

"But I didn't.”  He giggled again and stared with those bloodshot, wide eyes "No, 

no I didn't. And ya wanna know why?" 

 

"Sure Bobby, you tell me why.” 

 

"Because they were right!" he shouted. "They were right! I would have done it 

myself if I could…"   

 



He started giggling again, muttering to himself. I knew I had lost him.  

 

And that's it. Sad thing was I could understand how he felt. I would have killed that bastard myself." 

 

"Were there really thousands of people there?" Art asked.  

 

"Oh I doubt it. A hundred, maybe more. Would have seemed like a thousand to the kid though." 

 

"Sad story" Art motioned with his tea towel. A couple of the other bar flies had moved closer to Joan, 

keen to hear her recollection of this night. They mumbled a little, discussing elements of the story 

among themselves. 

 

“You know what really bothered me?” Joan spoke softly, the drunks hanging on her every word. 

“What really bothered me was that I was almost certain that some of those involved where on the 

Force. Probably from my own team. Really. I had no proof though. Not then. Not now.” 

 

Art poured everyone at the bar another drink, and slung back a rough whiskey for himself. The color 

had drained from his skin. This was the first time Joan had seen a black man turn white. Too late to go 

back now, can’t ‘unhear’ it. 

 

Joan took a moment before swigging on her drink. The others at the bar followed suit. 

 

The group in the bar muttered a little more and after a few moments of silence, they returned to their 

respective seats, leaving Art and Joan alone again. 

 

"Another?" Art asked, pouring himself another shot with an unsteady hand. 

 

"Yeah. Make it a double hey. I'll tell you the rest some day." 

 

"Yeah maybe Joan. Maybe." 
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